her imagination's reception of divine vision, the nuns believed, had left physical marks, or bodily "proof" of God's presence and power within her. As described by Bérengar, Clare's intimate ecstasies left marks, "not simply as images in contemplation, but also materially and sensibly."2 Bérengar's comment emphasized continuity between the interior content that colored the imagination, and the external characteristics the imagination expressed on the body. This continuity between the internal and external, I will show, was modeled in the person of Clare and encouraged in sick petitioners by the members of her cult.
Bérengar wrote the Life of Clare, which includes her first posthumous miracles, to prepare the imagination for those who read and heard Clare's story.3 Bérengar's hagiography helped shape the imagination of its readers and auditors so that they might expect their own physical transformation. As Giselle de Nie has shown, miracle stories played a role in training the saint's audience to expect a cure or some powerful experience of transformation.4 Clare's Life and posthumous miracles enable us to consider the ways that some communities of late medieval Christians understood the relationship of the imagination to bodily healing. In the miracle stories that describe the nuns' discovery of the marks on Clare's heart, Bérengar describes how an entire community comes together to work out the details, goad the imagination, and witness a cure. 5 By looking at healing miracles in this way, as stories that express an understanding of the relationship between body and belief, physical expression and interior imagination, it is my hope that we can produce a more complete picture of medieval healthcare. As Joseph Ziegler has urged, medieval healthcare was multi-dimensional, blending "religious" functions with more clearly "medical"
